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lisrel is the best program for modeling the structure of the relationships between observed variables
and latent variables in the field of marketing. it can be used to analyze a variety of models such as
confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, second-order factor analysis, and latent trait analysis. it
also allows the user to compute factor loads and factor variances, and it can estimate the effects of
latent variables on observed variables. lisrel can estimate or infer the values of factor loads,
variances, and latent variable errors, and can be used to perform exploratory factor analysis,
confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, and latent trait analysis. lisrel software is a complement
to spss software used in the humanities and social sciences.this software doesgraphicworkbetter
than spss software. lisrel is a robust program that can analyze a variety of models, and it is
compatible with spss. cognitive, psychological, and social sciences users as well as the statistical
community need a new program to simplify structural equation modeling. lisrel is a new software
that is good for use in the fields of psychology, education, and marketing. this software allows one to
analyze the structure of the relationships between observed variables and latent variables. lisrel
(jreskog & s. brooks, 1986a) is a program for fitting twin/non-twin cross-sectional and longitudinal
twin data with simple and multivariate genetic models. the function of lisrel is to perform the
maximum likelihood (ml) estimation of a model of complex causal relationships (i.e., latent factors
and their association with observed variables) with genetic, shared environmental, and unique
environmental variances. lisrel implements an algorithm that maximizes the likelihood function, uses
a simplex method to search for an optimal solution, and reports the model parameters along with
their standard errors and 95 percent confidence intervals (95% cis) for the model parameters. the
program also allows computation of a "goodness of fit" index and goodness-of-fit statistics (dag and
bok, 1992), and allows independent estimates of nonshared environmental components using the
method of diamantopoulos and siguaw (1999).
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lisrel is a product of the educational testing service (ets) of the graduate school of the university of
michigan. we are continuing to develop the software and the related publications. the public-use

version of lisrel now is available on both the etsweb site (www.ets.org/products/lisrel) and the nsfweb
site (www.nsf.gov/statistics/), and the program has been licensed for use by public and private

colleges and universities worldwide. the current version of the public-use version of lisrel is version
12, and is free for use. the current version is downloadable on the etsweb site

(www.ets.org/products/lisrel). the program is available for the macintosh and windows platforms. the
program is also available on the nsf web site (www.nsf.gov/statistics/). the current version of the

program is lisrel version 12, and is free for use. the current version is downloadable on the etsweb
site (www.ets.org/products/lisrel). the program is available for the macintosh and windows platforms.
the program is also available on the nsf web site (www.nsf.gov/statistics/). the lisrel student edition

(sde) is a companion software to lisrel 11, the first in the lisrel product family to provide
comprehensive functionality for the analysis of single and multiple group general linear models. sde

also provides an enhanced graphical user interface, improved plotting capabilities, and extensive
documentation. sde supports the sas® programing language. sde is available for personal computer

(pc) and macintosh computers. lisrel is statistical software for multivariate linear and logistic
regression, exploratory factor analysis, and generalized linear models. it is available for use with the

sas system. three editions are available: lisrel for the pc, lisrel for macintosh, and lisrel student
edition. lisrel is available for download free of charge from the website. no registration is required to

download and use lisrel. 5ec8ef588b
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